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Integrating Narratives into Decision Making for Complex Systems Engineering Design 
Issues 
Cameron A. MacKenzie, Kris Bryden, Anna Prisacari 
Abstract 
Engineering decision making and design requires collaboration between groups from different 
disciplines, each with different tools, vocabulary, and concerns. Traditional engineering 
decision-making tools are generally based on understanding the decision makers’ values, 
modeling uncertainty with probability, and selecting the alternative that maximizes utility. This 
rational approach to decision making may not be well understood or used by many stakeholders 
involved in the engineering design process. Constructing narratives, a basic means of human 
communication, may aid in engineering communication and comprehension and help with 
decision making. Narratives represent events by means of a story and usually include characters 
or agents who cause events and to whom events happen. This paper recommends three methods 
for how the use of narrative can be applied to the area of engineering decision making. These 
methods include connecting the decision maker to the analysis, creating narrative simulations for 
training decision makers, and fostering consensus in problems with multiple stakeholders. An 
illustrative example of designing a better cookstove for the developing world demonstrates the 
role that understanding narratives of various stakeholders can play for accomplishing complex 
systems engineering.  
 





Engineering design usually attempts to follow a predefined process in which 
requirements are defined. A team of designers seeks to build models or develop designs that 
could satisfy those requirements.1 A mathematical model can help determine whether a design is 
feasible and whether the design meets the requirements. The preferred design might be the one 
that minimizes cost subject to meeting all of the requirements. Other design processes, such as 
value driven design, may not consider every requirement as a constraint that must be satisfied but 
view a requirement as an objective to be minimized or maximized (e.g., minimize weight rather 
than requiring that weight must be less than a predetermined value). If the objectives conflict 
with one another, multi-criteria decision-making methods can be implemented to identify the 
best alternative. If uncertainty exists in the problem, the best design is one that maximizes the 
expected value for a risk-neutral decision maker or expected utility for a risk-averse decision 
maker.2,3 The alternative is then implemented. 
 That is how engineering design is supposed to work, at least in theory. In practice, 
engineering design is a messy process, even chaotic, as are most decision-making processes 
within organizations.4 People have hidden or not-so-hidden biases that influence their 
preferences and how they think about uncertainty.5,6 Engineers may have different models for 
predicting how a system will perform, and each model requires assumptions, which may not 
always be valid. Complex decision making requires making trade-offs among multiple 
objectives, and designers may struggle determining how to make those trade-offs. Many complex 
decisions also involve multiple stakeholders and decision makers. These decision makers may 
not have the same objectives and preferences, or they may not agree about trade-offs. In these 
cases, an engineering design solution requires arriving at a resolution among these different 
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points of view or having a single individual with the authority to make a decision even if all of 
the stakeholders cannot come to an agreement.  
A general overview of this process is depicted in Figure 1. The process begins with 
identifying the stakeholders who participate in the decision-making process and their goals, 
needs, biases, objectives, and preferences. To achieve a common resolution, this paper proposes 
three methods that can enhance decision making in systems engineering by integrating narratives 
into each method. These methods can more accurately reflect the reality of the engineering 
design process.4 Creating a narrative is the act of constructing a story with agents and events that 
happen to those agents or are initiated by the agents.7,8 The sequence of events and the purpose 
and meaning of the narrative help create the narrative structure.8,9  
People have long been attracted to good narratives, and narrative theory explains how 
stories help us make sense of the world around us and in the past, and how people make sense of 
these stories.10 We are attracted to and moved by emotional or exciting narratives that resonate 
with our own feelings and desires. Therefore, it is not surprising that people often tend to think in 
terms of narrative (e.g., how they have experienced or could experience an event). Because 
narrative represents a fundamental aspect of the human psychological experience,11 
incorporating narratives may facilitate engineering design and the decision-making process. 
Narrative theory has been explored in the humanities and the act of constructing narratives has 
been discussed as a decision-making process in some fields, such as medicine,12 policy,13 project 
management,14 and the sciences; for example, Warfield 15 describes Generic Design Science, a 
major portion of which involves structured methods for eliciting information from stakeholders 
similar to communicating via narratives. Moreover, some have explored how engineers 
incorporate telling stories on an informal, ad-hoc basis in the engineering design process 16 and 
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the value of telling stories in the design process.17-19 However, a formal process of how 
constructing narratives should be integrated into the design of complex systems for engineering 
design has not been presented. 
 
Figure 1. Narrative and the engineering design process 
 The unique element of this paper is the explicit attention to and focus on how narrative 
can be integrated into the engineering design and decision-making process. Although the 
questions in the case studies described by Warfield 15 are similar to the types of questions 
suggested in this paper, Warfield’s objective is to create and present an overall structure for the 
science of complex systems design. By focusing specifically on the use of narrative to enhance 
communication between a decision maker and an analyst or among multiple stakeholders, the 
process described herein introduces new methodologies for analysis and a new perspective about 
how the formation of narrative can enhance systems engineering and analysis. 
Because systems engineering problems typically include human and organizational 
behavior, qualitative methods can help elucidate challenges in systems engineering and offer 
potential solutions.20 Checkland 21 argues that “hard” quantitative systems thinking that focuses 
on solving problems based on an organization’s goals is a subset of “soft” qualitative systems 
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thinking, which is more oriented to learning. Traditional engineering methods that seek to solve a 
problem by clearly defining goals and objectives may not work with messy, ill-defined problems. 
Rather, soft systems methodology seeks to encourage different perspectives about an issue so 
that stakeholders can compare those perspectives and models. By learning about an issue rather 
than optimizing to find a solution, soft systems methodology provides a roadmap to find 
accommodations to issues.21 
The uses of narrative theory presented in this paper echoes the soft systems methodology, 
as narrative theory will not directly produce solutions to systems engineering design. Narrative 
can provide avenues for people to engage within complex engineering issues. This paper 
recommends three methods for how the use of narrative can be applied to the area of engineering 
decision making. The methods are summarized in Table I. First, a process that explicitly 
integrates a decision maker’s narrative into the analytical process can facilitate understanding by 
the decision maker. Second, simulations are increasingly being used as part of the engineering 
design process, and using narrative within a simulation can provide an effective means of 
training people to make decisions in complex situations. Third, many complex decisions involve 
multiple stakeholders with different values and opinions. The use of narrative can help 
stakeholders understand each other’s point of view and promote consensus among those 
stakeholders.   
Table I Summary of three methods for including narratives for engineering decision making 






Who is affected? Decision maker(s) and the analyst(s) Decision maker(s) 
Group members and 
stakeholders 
Role of narrative Understand the analysis 
Bring the user into a 
simulated environment 
Understand different 





See the connection 
between different 
pieces of information 






narrative may conflict 
with the analysis 
Integrate narrative into 
the simulated 
environment in an 
engaging manner  
Different, multiple 
narratives may be 
possible 
Future research 
How to construct 
analysis so it aligns or 
makes use of narrative 
How to use game 
technology to enable 
interactive narrative 
for training purposes 





The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 develops a definition of narrative 
that is beneficial for using as a tool for engineering decision making and reviews the literature on 
engineering design. Section 3 introduces and discusses in detail the three methods for integrating 
narratives into engineering decision making. Section 4 applies the concept of constructing a 
shared narrative in the process of designing a cookstove for the developing world. Concluding 
remarks with directions for future research appear in Section 5. 
 
2. Literature Review 
2.1 Background on Narrative 
 Developing criteria for a narrative is a difficult task. Various narratologists (scholars who 
study narratives and narrative structure) have developed various models from differing 
perspectives.22 Indeed narrative has been described as a “fuzzy set defined at the center by a 
solid core of properties, but accepting various degrees of membership.”23(p345) Most of these 




“Narrative is the representation of events, consisting of story and narrative 
discourse”11(p19) 
“Story,” according to Abbott,11(p19) consists of “the events and the entities” (characters if they 
have human qualities), and the narrative discourse is “those events as represented.” That is, the 
narrative discourse is all about how the story is constructed and the medium used for its 
presentation (e.g., novel, film, informal conversation) as well as why the particular events and 
entities for the story are chosen. For a narrative to have value—that is, for it to be interesting and 
fulfilling—a narrative should include elements that provide a sense of causation, normalization, 
and closure.11  
For the purposes of using narrative for decision making in engineering design, we 
propose using the basic definition of narrative proposed by Abbott outlined above as a starting 
place and then adding elements that are valuable to the decision-making process. As a starting 
place the story must include at least one event 9 and one entity. For this paper, we will use the 
term character if referring to an entity with human characteristics or agent if the entity is 
nonhuman—the weather, for example. Additionally, the story must be presented in some 
manner. For constructing narratives that can be used as a valuable tool in an engineering 
decision-making process we propose adding the following five aspects: 
1. Goal.9 Providing a goal imparts a sense of purpose and fulfillment and closure when the 
goal is reached.  
2. Setting. To add a sense of normality and provide an orientation for a narrative, it should 
provide a sense of when and where the action occurred (or will occur) as well as who 
performed what actions.9(p69) 
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3. Conflict. Defined by Prince as “the struggle” in which the entities in a narrative are 
engaged,9(p15) conflict is an important and common aspect of many narratives, and 
conflict demands resolution, which keeps the ones receiving the narrative more invested 
in it. Conflict can be thought of as the challenges and obstacles one faces in the design 
process. 
4. Actions taken to overcome challenges and to answer questions. Narratives generally 
include actions that move the story forward 9(p3); however, for the purposes of using 
narrative as a tool for facilitating engineering decision making, these actions should be 
targeted toward overcoming design challenges and to answer questions that are brought 
up in the course of the narrative. 
5.  Result or resolution. Answering the questions brought up in a narrative will give it a 
sense of closure and completeness. These questions and the ensuing answers are 
“accomplished predominantly through the causal networks in the story.”24(p15)  
 When narratives are included in the engineering decision-making process, they 
sometimes conflict with each other. These competing narratives may at first glance seem 
detrimental to the engineering decision-making process. However, if managed appropriately they 
can be helpful. Todt 25 explains that including and managing “social” controversy is 
advantageous to the engineering design process.  A study by Amason 26(p127-129) shows that 
conflict can improve the quality of a decision if it is a “cognitive” conflict (“task oriented and 
focused on judgmental differences about how best to achieve common objectives”) or hinder the 
decision-making process if it is “affective” conflict (“emotional and focused on personal 
incompatibilities or disputes”). In the field of project management, Boddy and Paton 14(p266) note 
that competing narratives arise from projects that involve uncertainty, integration, and urgency. 
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They contend that competing narratives matter a lot when they arise from “deeply held, but 
unacknowledged,” differences of perspectives within the organization. These differing 
perspectives result from various subcultures, structural divisions, and differing abilities to 
influence events. Boddy and Paton discuss two methods for managing competing narratives to 
benefit the project. These methods include performing a stakeholder analysis to understand the 
interests of those involved in the project and creating a structure that enables those involved to 
work together, discuss issues, and understand constraints as well as other benefits.  
 In another type of narrative involving conflict, rather than telling competing narratives, 
the characters in the narrative undergo some kind of conflict themselves that may result in a 
satisfactory resolution or not. This conflict is generally one that is common to human experience 
and serves to energize the course of the narrative. It serves as a catalyst to engage the reader's 
concern for the characters. Narratives may not end with a successful negotiation of the conflicts 
within them, but they do draw us in and help us become aware of how conflicts are played out, 
thus providing a mechanism for "passionate thinking" that engages the emotions.11(p199)  
 Narrative theory can help explain how and why public policy decisions were made.27,28 
Narratives have been suggested as a means to advocate for a specific policy outcome, and key 
variables (e.g., the importance of meaningful characters, the existing public opinion, and 
connectedness within the narrative) may help advocacy organizations use narratives in order to 
be more persuasive.29,30 Narrative communication may be used to promote public health 
objectives and support individual decision making.31 Studies in health communication focus on 
whether or not a narrative changes people’s attitudes and intentions about health risks and 
behaviors.31,32 Murphy et al.33 find that a fictional narrative about cervical cancer does a better 
job at increasing health-related knowledge and behavior compared with presenting identical 
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information in a non-narrative format. These findings seem to indicate that narratives can be a 
powerful communication tool, and this paper applies those ideas to the field of systems 
engineering design. 
 Recently interactive narrative has been proposed as an alternative to the classical 
approach to narrative where a narrative is told by an author to an audience. In an interactive 
narrative, the story emerges over time within a given setting. To enable interactive narratives 
within games, Mateas 34(p148) proposes a new model for interactive storytelling where players 
would have greater opportunities for interaction and to make their own choices; that is, according 
to Mateas, “provide the player with a strong sense of agency.” Mateas also proposes and 
provides an example of a game using a technical approach that facilitates this greater sense of 
interaction. 
 Another approach to interactive narrative draws on improvisational drama and role-
playing games to dynamically generate stories in a virtual 3D environment. Improvisational 
drama and role-playing games provide a way to more equally divide up the decision-making 
process and allow for more participation in the process.35  
   
2.2 Engineering Design 
Engineering design is essentially a decision-making process.36 Therefore, the theories and 
practices developed to help make good decisions can be applied to design.37 Value-focused 
thinking encourages a decision maker to first think about objectives that he or she wants to 
achieve and then identify specific attributes that help to measure the decision maker’s 
achievement on each of those objectives.38-43 Value-driven design identifies attributes within a 
system and models the value a firm or a designer can achieve from each attribute. It usually uses 
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multi-attribute value theory in order to combine the attributes into a single number.44-46 Multi-
criteria decision analysis can allow a designer to explore the tradespace and determine trade-offs 
among the different attributes.47 Providing designers with multiple alternatives each of which is 
Pareto optimal may also help them make better decisions and consider these trade-offs.48 As will 
be discussed, many of these ideas about values in design align with the use of narratives. 
Dialogic Design Science 49 or previously referred as the Generic Science of Design 15,50 
brings together a set of beliefs in order to support the design and development of new products. 
As part of the Generic Science of Design, Interactive Management 51 describes the foundational 
elements to manage the complexity of design. It employs many different techniques developed to 
benefit engineering and system design, including the Nominal Group Technique and Interpretive 
Structural Modeling. As an outgrowth of Dialogic Design Science, the Structured Dialogic 
Design methodology encourages dialogue among stakeholders—which is similar to 
communicating via narratives as suggested in this paper—and has been applied to issues 
involving capabilities-based planning in the military,52 citizen participation in democracies,53 and 
the safe use of pharmaceuticals.54,55 The CogniScope is the name given to a bundle of products 
and software that implements Structured Dialogic Design and encourages collaboration and 
interaction among stakeholders within systems design.55 
The Unified Program Planning methodology 56 provides a visual tool used to link and 
display relationships among planning techniques in the design process. These visual tools can 
help elucidate and simplify a very complex design process. Concurrent engineering is a team-
based approach to design.57 Quality Functional Deployment is a technique to incorporate 
consumer preferences into the design of new products.58 Tools to enhance design or decision 
making in design should focus on including people within the design and on improving 
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communication among the design team members and between the designers and the customers.57 
These tools foster communication among the design team members and help to understand 
preferences. These communication tools provide ways to discuss narratives or stories within the 
design phase. For a recent review, see Laouris and Michaelides.49 
The engineering design community has benefited from a vast amount of research into 
modeling the preferences of the customer in order to inform design decisions.59,60 Engineering 
design is increasingly coordinating with marketing departments to understand how best the 
design will satisfy consumer preferences.61 Consumers may have preferences that are not well 
expressed or not well discernible by firms.62,63 Integrating the preferences of the design team 
should also be used in addition to understanding consumer preferences.64 Public policy questions 
may require eliciting preferences of many different stakeholders.65,66  
Fuzzy set theory has been used to generate imprecise preferences for engineering 
decisions and public policy modeling.67-69 Fuzzy preferences can also be used to assign weights 
for multi-attribute decision problems.69 Assessing preferences of experts in group decision 
making can be used with fuzzy preferences.70 Representing this imprecision due to uncertainty 
about consumer preferences with imprecise probabilities may represent a useful approach in 
engineering design.71 
The literature shows that a decision maker’s preferences can be influenced by the frame, 
the decision maker’s own biases, and the way the decision is presented or understood.72,73 The 
construction of a set of choices also influences a consumer’s decision-making and buying 
choices.74 A designer’s experience or possibly his or her lack of experience can influence the 
designer’s personal preferences in selecting design alternatives.75 Computer tools can assist with 
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the design process. It may be better to start with low fidelity design models that gradually 
increase in complexity.76  
 The literature connecting narrative to systems engineering and engineering design focuses 
primarily on communication between the designer and the user. Gruen et al.17 study how stories 
can be used to capture and describe user experiences for software within the IBM corporation. 
Madni 18,19 proposes the use of storytelling to explain model-based systems engineering to 
laymen within a virtual environment. Lloyd 16 argues that engineering design is more of a social 
than a technical process, and he employs ethnographic research methods—which include 
analyzing storytelling mechanisms—to generate insight into the engineering design process.  
  
3. Methods for Integrating Narrative 
Systems engineering design usually refers to the process by which the needs of the 
customer or stakeholder are translated into specifications or requirements. The design seeks to 
meet those specifications through the integration of components into a system, and the system is 
tested or validated against those specifications.77 Design includes identification of user needs and 
requirements, preliminary concepts, item configuration and design, system integration, 
validation, testing, and refinement. The complexity of the system design process may require 
sophisticated data modeling tools, such as entity-relationship diagrams 78 and the Integrated 
Definition (IDEFØ) Function Modeling method.79 Elegant system design seeks to stimulate the 
creative process by engaging designers and users in the design process.80 
Decision makers and stakeholders (e.g., government entities or company managers) who 
are involved with the engineering design may not be familiar with tools and methods typically 
used in systems engineering design. The decision frame identifies the goal of the decision 
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problem, what is included in the analysis, and what will be left out of the analysis.81 Getting the 
analyst(s), decision maker(s), and other stakeholders to agree on a frame for a design issue may 
pose significant challenges.82  
Formally and explicitly integrating narrative into the engineering design and decision-
making process can further communication between systems engineers and non-engineer 
stakeholders. Narrative enables the decision frame to be communicated in a more natural manner 
among the various stakeholders that may be involved in an engineering design. We identify three 
basic methods for how narrative can be integrated into the engineering decision-making process: 
(i) connecting decision makers with the analysis, (ii) building a narrative within a simulation, and 
(iii) promoting consensus among multiple stakeholders. 
 
3.1. Connect decision makers with analysis 
Decision makers may feel disconnected from systems analysis because the analysis can 
seem dry and uninspiring. The analyst may be geographically removed from the decision maker 
and might conduct the analysis without input from the decision maker. Consequently, a decision 
maker may not understand or trust the analysis and proceed to make a decision without 
considering the analysis.83,84 
Creating a shared narrative between the analyst and decision maker can help the decision 
maker understand and determine the frame for analysis because the analysis will better reflect the 
design goals and objectives. This shared narrative provides a means of communication for the 
analyst to understand the decision maker’s objectives, goals, and constraints. For example, 
Wieck 85 argues that people within organizations that value telling stories are more likely to 
know more about the complex system with which they are working and be more aware of errors 
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that might occur. Because a narrative’s value depends on how well it serves the interests of both 
the narrator and receiver when the narrative is told and received,86 the narrative between the 
analyst and the decision maker should reflect the concerns of both participants. The narrative 
will provide more background and context for the analysis and give the analysis purpose and 
meaning. The narrative can reveal past errors and how people have handled those errors, which 
can give the organization more confidence to deal with future errors.  
Ideally, the analyst and decision maker naturally create a narrative between them while 
discussing the issue. When a decision maker believes the analysis does not answer the correct 
questions or the analyst believes the decision maker is ignoring the analysis, this could indicate 
that the two participants failed to create a shared frame or a shared narrative. Formalizing the 
process of creating a narrative between the decision maker and analyst may help to bridge the 
gap between the decision maker and the analyst and help each individual learn from each other. 
Using the formal narrative structure proposed by narratologists, the analyst should seek to draw 
the narrative out from the decision maker. One way to understand the decision maker’s narrative 
is to ask questions about what the decision maker hopes to achieve or what the decision maker 
thinks is important. The analyst should ask the decision maker to imagine a future desirable state 
and prompt the decision maker to state how this future could be achieved or could occur. 
Although defining a decision maker’s goals and objectives is a method usually employed in hard 
systems thinking,21 understanding a stakeholder’s goals and objectives will prove helpful for 
constructing a soft systems narrative. Carefully worded questions can draw out the decision 
maker’s thinking, goals, and objectives.  
Value-focused thinking 87 is a method that encourages the decision maker to focus on 
values and objectives for a decision-making situation, which could be used to help structure a 
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decision maker’s narrative. An objectives hierarchy can provide a visual outcome of value-
focused thinking by beginning with a decision maker’s fundamental objective(s). As depicted in 
Figure 2, an objectives hierarchy contains the decision maker’s fundamental objective or value at 
the top of the hierarchy and then breaks that fundamental objective into multiple sub-
objectives.56 Each sub-objective is further broken down into multiple criteria, and this process 
usually continues until the bottom level of objectives, which consist of measurable attributes. 
This objectives hierarchy can become the narrative that frames the analysis. Additional steps 
could be undertaken to write out a narrative in prose based on this objectives hierarchy. The 
analyst could sit down with the decision maker to ask questions about the narrative and construct 
an objectives hierarchy. A challenge to this process would be to ensure that the analyst is not 
unduly influencing the decision maker with biased questions and that the decision maker is not 
unduly influencing the analysis to fit his or her preconceived notions of the issue. 
 
Figure 2. Objectives hierarchy 
The narrative could inform the objectives hierarchy, or the objectives hierarchy could 
inform the narrative. Eliciting objectives from a decision maker often begins with questions such 
as “What do you care about?” or “What is most important to you?” or “What would you like to 
achieve in this situation?” After the decision maker answers that question of what is important to 
him or her, it might be necessary to ask for further details: “What do you mean by that?” Often, 
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the top-level objectives are rather vague (e.g., effectiveness, quality, safety, beauty) so it is 
necessary to gain more specificity about those objectives.88 Other strategies include having a 
decision maker develop a wish list, answering what makes an alternative good or bad, thinking 
more specifically about consequences or impacts and what makes them good or bad, and 
developing constraint-free thinking (what if there were no constraints?). If a decision maker has 
trouble explicitly stating those values or objectives, the decision maker could be prompted to 
simply speak about the decision issue as he or she understands it. The discourse could be the 
narrative as it likely will describe the challenges inherent in the decision issue and what the 
decision maker hopes to achieve. Occasionally, the analyst could interrupt the discourse in order 
to focus on the narrative. Listening and recording this narrative can begin the process of 
identifying the goals and objectives, which the analyst could begin to depict within an objectives 
hierarchy. 
Alternatively, the objectives hierarchy could be used to construct a narrative in order to 
further communicate what the decision maker would like to achieve in this design issue. Values 
can be abstract and vague, but narratives can make those values more concrete.89,90 The narrative 
would explain why those objectives are important to the decision maker and elucidate why the 
sub-objectives or attributes are connected to the top-level objectives. Keeney 87 provides an 
example of an objectives hierarchy resulting from a technical panel reviewing alternatives for 
transporting nuclear waste. The narrative resulting from such an objectives hierarchy as depicted 
in Figure 3 could be: 
Transporting nuclear waste is fraught with difficulties and challenges. The public is 
easily scared by the idea of radioactive material passing close to their houses or work 
areas. Another challenge is that if a transportation schedule is not coordinated correctly 
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with the nuclear facilities, spent nuclear fuel may not be transported and could build up at 
the facilities. This build-up of spent nuclear fuel might cause nuclear reactors to be shut 
down. A transportation solution must address these concerns. We need to show that the 
transportation solution is minimizing risk to the health and safety of the public and 
employees. If these concerns are not addressed, the solution will not be socially or 
politically acceptable. Keeping the costs of transporting nuclear waste low is also 
important to both the government and utilities. Unanticipated scenarios may arise in the 
future, and local decision makers will need the flexibility to be able to respond to these 
new events.  
Although this narrative based on the objectives hierarchy does not provide the transportation 
solution, the narrative outlines the key issues that the decision makers are considering and 
explains why those issues are important to developing a good solution.  
 
Figure 3. Objectives hierarchy for transporting nuclear waste [adapted from Keeney, 1996] 
A decision maker may have explicit reasons for taking a certain position or for favoring a 
particular alternative. The analyst can draw the reasons out from the decision and use argument 
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mapping to describe the rationale. Argument mapping visually depicts the logical structure of 
arguments (Figure 4). The conclusion of the argument presides at the top of the hierarchy, and 
the reasons in support of the conclusion flow from the conclusion. Objections to the conclusion 
are presented. Each reason is further supported by other reasons, evidence, and co-premises, and 
a rebuttal is stated for each objection. The process of mapping an argument to this specific 
structure can provide a context to incorporate a narrative or narratives for the analysis. Software 
is available to structure arguments within this type of method 91,92 and could be expanded to 
include a process to generate narratives. Artificial intelligence may develop further to manage 
and visualize evidence within the argument mapping method.93  
 
Figure 4. Argument mapping 
 Extending argument mapping to the integration of narrative within a complex systems 
engineering issue would mean that an individual’s narrative would be structured so that his or 
her main conclusion or recommendation for the system would sit at the top of the structure. As 
with the objectives hierarchy, the narrative could be used to inform argument mapping or 
argument mapping could be used to inform the narrative. Some of the elements of the narrative 
(e.g., goal, conflict, resolution) align well with the concept of an argument mapping. 
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Encouraging a decision maker to identify the elements of the narrative can create the basic 
framework for argument mapping. The argument map can serve as a visual tool to capture and 
structure the decision maker’s opinions as expressed via narrative form.  
For example, assume an organization is considering how best to redesign its software for 
handling and recording financial transactions. One of the alternatives the organization may 
consider is commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software.94 An employee might describe why she 
favors purchasing COTS software with the following narrative: 
Using COTS software will enable our organization to interactively approve new financial 
transactions and the software can be purchased in six months. In fact, the software is 
currently available. It uses proven technologies. Our IT department is already familiar 
with the software, so there should not be a tremendous learning curve. The COTS 
software should meet our requirements because our requirements are pretty common for 
this type of software. Preliminary testing also indicates that the software will meet 
requirements.  
 However, another employee might express his objections to COTS software: 
The COTS software will not integrate very well with our current business process. I have 
seen many other organizations struggle with integrating COTS software into their 
business processes. This could disrupt our business operations because our employees are 
familiar with the existing software.  
The first employee might respond: “We can mitigate the risk that the software will disrupt our 
business operations by providing training on the software before we implement it.” 
 These narrative structures—which contain goals, settings, a conflict (e.g., whether COTS 
software will accomplish the goals), actions to overcome the conflicts (or mitigate the risk), and 
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a possible resolution—could be embedded into an argument map, such as in Figure 5.  The 
argument mapping provides a structure to the narratives and a visual means to depict the 
individuals’ conflicting narratives. Similar to how a criminal investigator may test multiple 
theories of the case, the argument map can be examined to understand which narrative is best 
supported by the facts, requirements, and analysis.  
 
Figure 5. Argument mapping for purchasing commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software 
[adapted from Tyree and Akerman, 2005] 
 The analysis can be presented to the decision maker through a narrative similar to the 
decision maker’s original narrative frame. If the decision maker understands how the analysis 
can help him or her achieve his or her objectives or understand how the analysis feeds into his or 
her argument mapping, the decision maker will be more likely to understand the importance of 
the analysis and incorporate the analysis into his or her decision-making process. The analysis 
may also challenge the decision maker’s existing narrative, which could lead to a situation of 
competing narratives: one narrative based on the decision maker’s values and objectives and a 
second narrative grounded more in the analysis.  
 The manner in which the decision issue is framed within the narrative—whether this is 
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the decision maker’s original narrative or the narrative that develops from the analysis—will 
likely influence an individual’s decision. Behavioral research has demonstrated how framing a 
decision can impact an individual’s risk attitude, his or her preferences for trading off among 
multiple criteria or multiple objectives, and his or her susceptibility to heuristics and biases such 
as the sunk cost fallacy,95 anchoring,5 and representativeness.5,96 Framing effects seem equally 
applicable to engineers as to non-engineers even though engineers generally have more technical 
training.97 The narrative can also bias or unduly influence the decision maker.98 Narratives can 
also bias individuals to believe one thing even if the data or statistics demonstrate another 
thing.99,100 
If the analyst’s narrative completely contradicts the decision maker’s narrative, it is 
doubtful the decision maker will pay attention to the analysis even if the analytical narrative is 
grounded in objective truth and factual analysis. An analyst could create a narrative to reframe 
the analysis to align more closely with the decision maker’s narrative in order to gain greater 
acceptance. People who express strong opinions about an issue generally tend to ignore or 
dismiss information that contradicts their strongly held beliefs.101-103 Future research can explore 
the extent to which the narrative from the analyst should contradict a decision maker’s biased 
prior narrative (which risks being ignored and rejected by the decision maker) or conform to the 
decision maker’s prior narrative (which risks confirming the decision maker’s previously held 
biased opinion). A potential solution may be for the analyst to use a narrative approach similar to 
the decision maker’s original narrative in order to appeal to the decision maker.  
 Highlighting the significance of events and framing the issue through the use of narrative 
can facilitate better communication. Because narratives have closure, there is a moral meaning to 
the sequence of events, which causes these events to be significant as well as providing formal 
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coherency 104 for decision makers. Creating narratives can help build relationships, thus fostering 
better communication. In a corporate culture, Denning 105 argues that telling stories can be useful 
for building relationships because storytelling is a natural and easy form of communication; 
stories are easy to remember, engage the emotions, and can help us understand complexity. 
Although using narratives may not always lead to a solution, they do provide a method for the 
difficult task of thinking about issue, and they provide a way to keep the decision makers 
engaged and even passionate about exploring the issue. The narrative can help keep the human 
content within the systems engineering problem.21 
 
3.2. Build a narrative within a simulation 
 A natural way of incorporating narrative into the decision-making process is through 
simulation. Simulation is used in a wide variety of decision-making and systems engineering 
problems. Simulation has been used in design engineering for several decades, and increasingly, 
this effort is moving toward collaborative modeling and simulation methods.106 Some 
simulations capture how people interact with engineered systems.107 In virtual prototyping, 
designers use a simulated environment to determine if the design meets specifications.108,109 
Automobile manufacturers are using virtual prototyping,110 and the Boeing 777 airplane was 
designed in this way.111 The simulation of aerospace vehicles focuses on six-degrees-of-freedom 
motion.112 System design, which often focuses on designing manufacturing processes and facility 
layouts, has greatly benefited from computer simulations.113 
Simulations replicate a real-world situation in order to train decision makers, increase a 
decision maker’s comfort level with situations, and allow a decision maker to make mistakes in a 
low-stakes environment. Narratives provide a context for how people make decisions with 
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uncertainty,114-116 and a narrative simulation can help decision makers understand that 
uncertainty.117 A narrative simulation usually requires a user to read a story or description and 
then make decisions that will change the narrative and lead to different courses of action.118 
Because the outcome of the narrative can evolve in several different ways, this type of narrative 
simulation has been labeled as a branching narrative.119,120 A well-constructed narrative 
simulation personalizes the environment and context for the user and can develop critical 
thinking skills.118 Narrative simulation has been effective in preventing accidents, solving 
workplace issues, and promoting safety in farming and mining.121-123  
Those who create narrative simulations for training decision makers can adapt concepts 
from video games. Video games are very popular and engaging in part because they have 
carefully constructed stories, and the players feel invested in the video game characters or 
stories. Video game narratives can unfold in different ways: linearly, by a branching narrative, or 
by an amusement park model in which players construct a story out of the various elements and 
subplots built into the game.124 Immersion in video games can generate powerful psychological 
impacts, including physical presence, emotional presence, and narrative presence. Players’ 
decisions shape the narrative within a video game, and increasingly, the players shape the 
narrative cooperatively.125,126 A good narrative builds upon a user’s real-world knowledge and 
provides intrinsic motivation for players to continue with the game.127 A video game narrative 
provides rewards, and goals determine the rules of engagement.127 Teaching decision-making 
skills is increasingly done within an online learning environment, and online learning games may 
provide better instruction than traditional classroom learning.128 Video games designed for 
education or training require participants to strategize and hypothesize, and learning is enhanced 
if the learning content is integrated within a narrative plot.129 
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 Designing a simulation that engages the decision maker through the use of narrative can 
be a good way to help the decision maker train in a particular situation, perhaps without even 
realizing he or she is learning through the simulation. Creative and engaging stories within a 
simulation enhances the training and learning process.80 This simulation would envelop the 
decision maker and enable the decision maker to make decisions in a simulated environment. For 
example, some active shooter simulations place the participants in a 3D environment in which 
they attempt to remove the civilians and stop the shooter. These simulations create a realistic 
narrative that is memorable and also helps teach the participants how to think and react in an 
active-shooter situation. Swartout and van Lent 130 explore how narrative elements in a computer 
game could be used to design online educational and training. For example, a computer program 
called Bright IDEAS 131 uses an interactive drama to help mothers with cancer cope with stress 
and turmoil in their family. 
 Within the engineering design process, simulations are often used to help designers 
visualize a new product and understand how this product could be constructed and how it might 
be integrated within a larger system. A narrative simulation could present the broad contours of 
the design problem and then branch out in different ways according to different courses of action 
taken by the designer. The end result could be several design options, each of which is slightly 
different based on the designer’s decisions each time he or she enters into the narrative. Because 
the design of complex systems is typically a collaborative process, the simulation could be 
created to enable multiple designers to collaboratively shape the narrative. The system would 
need to be interactive, and the narrative would need to feel realistic. As technology develops in 
this area, the amusement park model could be applicable. According to this model, the 
simulation would have some basic design elements, building blocks, and subplots, and the 
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system designer could incorporate these elements and subplots as necessary in order to construct 
the overall design that corresponds with the narrative that he or she wants to develop. 
   
3.3 Promote consensus among multiple stakeholders 
 Narrative creation could also be used within the engineering design process in situations 
in which there are multiple decision makers to help them connect with each other and learn about 
the many features and interrelationships within a design problem, thus helping the decision 
makers work together to come up with good solutions. Wieck 85 points out that shared stories can 
provide people with a similar set of assumptions. Tsoukas,132 in a discussion about uncertainty in 
organizations, explains that narratives are valuable for making sense out of the world around us 
because they present meaning as something that emerges rather than something that already 
exists. He also points out that new knowledge by way of narratives reminds us that what we see 
is not all there is, thus contributing to our perception of the complex nature of an organization. 
Bruner 133(p26) remarks that narratives are a type of discourse that engages the reader’s 
imagination in that the reader “writes” their own text under the guidance of the narrative text. A 
narrative enables the emergence of meaning by producing implicit rather than explicit meaning; 
providing stories from the perspective of the protagonist, thus furnishing a subjective 
perspective, and by providing multiple perspectives. Bucciarelli 4 argues that design is a matter 
of getting different people to have a common perspective and to agree on what needs to be done 
next. 
In new and uncertain design contexts, dialogue and conversation among stakeholders 
help people define common goals or metrics for the new design so that everyone can understand. 
The narrative process can enhance individual and group learning. Conversations among each 
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other that include relevant stories can help the engineering design team coalesce around a 
common concept and a shared vision. A shared narrative that the decision makers help construct 
will bind the decision makers to each other. The narrative should incorporate the decision 
makers’ goals and objectives. It is preferable if the narrative is written down, and an individual 
will need to be responsible for explicitly writing down the shared narrative. This could be 
accomplished within a group setting or by having the individual separately elicit information 
from each of the decision makers.  
 When multiple decision makers or multiple stakeholders are involved with a project, they 
will have different opinions. Conflict will arise in part because each decision maker might have a 
different narrative. Conflicting narratives can prevent consensus building among decision 
makers, and the result is often unhappiness among some of the stakeholders with the selected 
decisions. Dialogic Design Science 15 provides the theoretical underpinnings to the Structured 
Dialogic Design Process, which is a methodology that encourages communication and 
consensus-building among stakeholders, especially in the context of democratic policy issues. 
The method deconstructs complex situations by framing questions and articulating observations 
through dialogue among members.* The narrative construct discussed in this paper could be 
integrated into this Structured Dialogic Design Process by having stakeholders express their 
narratives as part of the dialogue among participants. 
A solution to conflicting narratives could be to have a facilitator who seeks to generate a 
shared narrative to which the conflicting parties can agree. This process would require the parties 
to first write down or provide their narrative for the situation. A facilitator could find common 
elements and seek to create a shared narrative based on those common elements. Or, the written 




narratives could be shared with the other participants and the participants then could react to 
them. Even if the participants agree on a common narrative, the common narrative could reflect 
the participants’ biases or groupthink. A facilitator should be cognizant of this possibility and 
seek to uncover biases or challenge assumptions and preconceived notions. It may be desirable to 
record multiple narratives and use a competing narrative to challenge biases held by one or more 
of the stakeholders. 
The Delphi method,134,135 which has been successfully used to generate consensus during 
expert forecasting, could be deployed as a method to create a shared narrative between engineers 
working on a design. The Delphi method is sometimes used as part of the Structured Dialogic 
Design Process that was referenced earlier. The Dephi method may also help individuals 
overcome their biases and be open to alternate explanations that challenge their preconceived 
notions.134-137 The Delphi method requires that each participant individually write down his or 
her assessment or forecast, and those assessments are then shared anonymously with the other 
participants. The participants react to the assessment and provide comments, and then each 
participant can revise his or her assessment. The assessments and feedback continue for two to 
three rounds by which time participants frequently arrive at a consensus.  
To apply the Delphi method to constructing a shared narrative, each stakeholder involved 
in the decision should write down their narrative of the issue without discussing it with the other 
stakeholders. Instructions should describe what is required in the narrative: (i) the goals or 
objectives of the issue, (ii) possible characters or agents in the decision issue, (iii) obstacles or 
challenges to the agent, and (iv) actions to take to overcome these challenges. The narratives 
should be mixed up among all of the stakeholders and read aloud so that each stakeholder is 
reading a narrative that they did not write. The stakeholders can comment on each narrative after 
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it is read, describe points of agreement among narratives, and offer reasons why one narrative 
might not be valid. After hearing all of the narratives, each stakeholder will be asked to write 
down their narrative again while taking into account the narratives offered by the other 
stakeholders. The second round follows the format of the first round where each narrative is read 
aloud, and the author of each narrative remains anonymous. The stakeholders will have another 
opportunity to revise their narrative in light of hearing the other narratives. 
 Incorporating narratives in the decision-making process can also facilitate including lay 
people in the process. To aid public policy making, narratives have been used extensively to 
analyze the experiences of the citizenry. Epstein et al.13 contend that including the narratives of 
lay citizens in making policy, especially regulatory, decisions is valuable. These narratives can 
reveal the complexity of various situations by exploring the tensions and disagreements inherent 
in many public policy and regulatory decisions. Narratives can uncover causes and other 
situations outside of an agency’s authority that may adversely affect the effectiveness of a 
regulation. Narratives can also show unintended consequences that an agency had not intended 
as well as reframe the issue to highlight different circumstances around a public policy issue.  
 Although Epstein et al.13 apply their discussion to involving lay people in making policy 
decisions, their reasoning could also be applied to involving lay people (where appropriate) in 
engineering decision making. For example, translating consumer preferences to requirements for 
engineering design can pose difficult challenges for the engineering community because of the 
differences in technical knowledge and the vocabulary used. Providing the means by which 
consumer narratives can inform the systems engineering design process could enhance 




 Involving lay people or consumers in the systems design engineering process is a 
relatively recent phenomenon. The process of including users at all stages of the product design 
and development lifecycle is gaining in popularity. This method permits quickly identifying 
issues and possible solutions, which leads to product improvement.138 Engineering designers 
increasingly realize that it is important to involve consumers in the design process, including 
specifying the design and prototyping.139 Quality function deployment is a process by which 
consumer preferences are translated to technical requirements for design and production.58  
Mashhadi et al.140 analyzed consumer narratives relating their experiences in do-it-yourself repair 
projects of consumer electronics. This analysis can provide design firms with better insight into 
how to develop future product design features that correspond with consumer preferences.  
   
4. Using Narrative to Improve Cookstove Design   
 An example focusing on designing cookstoves in the developing world can illustrate how 
narrative can improve decision making in engineering design. Over two billion people around the 
world use different types of biomass (e.g., coal, wood, dung) stoves for their daily energy needs, 
including cooking food and providing warmth.141 These small cookstoves and three-stone fires 
can lead to a number of adverse health effects, including millions of premature deaths each 
year.142 The use of these stoves and fires leads to deforestation and pollution, leading to adverse 
environmental impacts. Engineers, governments, and non-government organizations have been 
studying ways to build cookstoves that are safer, more efficient, and less harmful to the 
environment. Designing a better cookstove has been an active research project for at least 30 
years. There is a lack of universally accepted standards and testing protocols for cookstoves,143 
and no established design algorithm for cookstoves in the developing world current exists.144 
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 The requisite decision model for a design engineer is to design a cookstove that would 
likely be adopted in the developing world and for which funding agencies would support the 
production and distribution. The technical requirements for a cookstove may be: (i) the use of 
wood or charcoal for fuels as these are most widely available; (ii) portability; (iii) operable 
without a human watching it for at least 15 minutes; (iv) the generation of 0.3 kW to 2.1 kW of 
heat; (v) the ability to hold pots at a tilted angle; and (vi) easily repairable locally.145 To satisfy 
these requirements, a mathematical model or multiple models need to characterize heat transfers 
and calculate emissions from the cookstove. The models would need to be validated across a 
wide range of operating conditions.146,147 The goals for the decision model could be to maximize 
the likelihood of adoption in the developing world and to maximize the ability to get funding 
from agencies while satisfying the technical requirements.   
 Why is designing a cookstove for the developing world such a hard decision issue when 
it is fairly easy to meet the technical requirements? Part of the answer is that a solution involves 
many stakeholders who influence the cookstove design. Stakeholders include the design 
engineers, the funding agencies, government agencies, environmental groups, people on the 
ground working to improve development, and the people who will actually use the cookstoves. 
These stakeholders have different objectives, and these objectives may conflict with each other. 
The twin objectives of maximizing the likelihood of adoption and ability to get funding may be 
complicated by or depend on other objectives. These objectives include efficiency, user safety, 
health impacts, quality of life, energy consumption, environmental impacts, and cost. The 
engineer may want the most energy efficient cookstove. A group such as the World Health 
Organization may want a cookstove that leads to the best health outcomes for the community. 
Other groups may be more concerned about reducing energy consumption or developing a 
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cookstove with the smallest environmental footprint. Funding agencies may put a premium on 
cost. 
 One way to identify and understand these objectives would be through the stakeholders’ 
different narratives for the cookstove problem. A useful exercise would be to elicit narratives 
from each stakeholder to help drive the design and usage. The narrative for potential users of the 
cookstove in the developing world could be: 
I use a stove to cook food and warm my house. I can do this already by building small 
fires or having a constantly burning charcoal stove within my house. I don’t have much 
money, and I’m not going to spend any money to buy a new cookstove when I currently 
have one that works for me. I have to watch my children constantly while cooking so that 
they do not burn themselves playing next to the stove. It would be nice to have a cleaner 
cooking area and a stove that is not as dangerous for my children. But, I don’t know how 
to use a new stove. Even if somebody gives me a free stove, if it is too difficult to operate 
or to get fuel, then I am probably not going to use it. Plus, it will break at some point—
then what? 
 
A funding agency such as the World Bank might have a different narrative:  
We intend to spend $100 million over the next four years on designing and encouraging 
better cookstoves in the developing world. This critical and life-saving work will help to 
develop entrepreneurs in their countries and improve standards and technical knowledge. 
Our goal is to provide sustainable energy sources that improve health, enhance people’s 
quality of life, and reduce environmental pollution. Better cookstoves will also empower 
women in the developing world. We want to fund innovative designs that will reduce 
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emissions and that are affordable, easy to use, and meet international guidelines. 
 
Still, another stakeholder is an engineer who wants to research how to design and develop a 
better cookstove. Their narrative could be the following:  
Designing a better cookstove is important because this research provides important 
technology for the developing world. The solution needs to be technically sound but also 
economically feasible and culturally appropriate. Designing improved cookstoves would 
improve human health and the environment. I want to construct cookstoves with 
inexpensive materials that allow for a lot of natural air flow, but the design also needs to 
be robust without a lot of moving parts. For me to be funded for this type of project, I 
need to show how my research team’s design is innovative and meets the funding 
agency’s objectives. Because I am also interested in publishing my work in scholarly 
journals, I also need to demonstrate the uniqueness of my approach. I will need continued 
funding to support my research and my graduate students. 
These three narratives could be summarized, as in Table II, according to the required elements of 
a narrative as introduced in Section 2.1. Understanding the stakeholders’ narratives in this 
manner provides a method to analyze the similarities and differences across the different users.  
Table II Three narratives for the cookstove design 
 User narrative Funding agency narrative Engineer narrative 
Goal 
• Cook food 
• Warm house 
Provide sustainable 
energy sources that 
• improve health 
• enhance people’s 
quality of life 
• reduce environmental 
pollution 
• Provide important 
technology for the 
developing world 
• Get research funded 
and published 
Setting • Subsistence living Global concern (macro- Engineering context 
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• Lack of disposable 
income 
view of the problem) focused on technical 
solutions 
Conflict 
• Difficult to operate 
• Difficult to fix 
• Comfortable with the 
current open fire 
• But wants to protect 
children 
• Many cookstove 
alternatives and NGOs 
• Hundreds or thousands 
of communities in 
developing world who 
could use a cookstove 
Cookstove designs that 
are likely to be adopted 
may not be interesting 
research 
Actions 
• Adopt the new 
cookstove, or 
• Continue to use the old 
cookstove 
Allocate money to non-
profits, engineers, and 
companies for design 
and distribution of 
cookstoves 
A lot of work and effort 
to design an innovative 
cookstove 
Results 
Ignore the new 
cookstove and continue 
using what she knows 
Money spent on many 
different efforts with no 
real change in adoption 
of better cookstoves 
Researches and designs a 
cookstove that is not 
used in the developing 
world  
 
 Understanding the stakeholders’ narratives can provide the foundation for a shared 
narrative for arriving at a resolution around a cookstove design. The shared narrative would 
include the common elements among the stakeholders, such as the need for an easy-to-use, 
affordable solution. However, the differences in the three narratives are also key because the 
differences represent unique motivations for each stakeholder. The unique elements of each 
narrative need to be considered in order for each stakeholder to be invested in the new cookstove 
design. For the user to adapt a new cookstove, the cookstove design must have advantages over 
her current fire or stove that the user thinks are beneficial to her, and these particular benefits 
may not address environmental or health concerns. For the funding agencies, the cookstove 
design needs to help accomplish larger developmental goals such as mitigating climate change, 
growing the economy, and empowering women. The engineer responsible for designing the 
cookstove requires money to support a research team and the ability to pursue innovative 
research in cookstove design. Thus, understanding the different elements of each stakeholder’s 
narrative provides insight into how a program for cookstoves could be developed that meets each 
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of the stakeholder’s objectives. 
 The narratives can also help motivate or drive the design algorithm. Different cookstove 
designs may be appropriate for different situations. The narratives could provide an indication 
for which situation calls for which cookstove design. With over two billion people potentially in 
need of improved cookstoves, their needs and demands could vary widely. It is impossible to 
acquire two billion narratives, but obtaining narratives from a broad representation of these two 
billion people could help designers to distinguish and categorize users according to their needs 
and requirements. Different design algorithms could be linked to each category or narrative. 
When deciding what type of cookstove design might fit best for a user, the narrative of the user 
could be used to categorize the user and provide insight into the type of design that best fits the 
user. 
 Given the many different stakeholders with different goals and objectives, it is important 
to understand how cookstove design impacts the stakeholders’ goals and objectives. A systems-
level model can integrate and connect different models that relate the cookstove design to these 
objectives. Individual components and design processes would serve as inputs into a behavioral 
model of user adoption.148 Based on the user adoption model, a village energy model and an 
agronomic model (erosion, fertility, crop yield) can provide insight into how the cookstove 
design impacts all the objectives revealed via the narratives.149 The stakeholder narratives can 
help inform the systems-level model to understand what outputs from the model would be 
helpful to stakeholders. 
 Encouraging adoption by users in the developing world remains one of the main 
difficulties with improving cookstoves. As described in Section 3.1, narrative can help connect a 
decision maker to the analysis. In the cookstove scenario, a potential user can represent a 
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decision maker. However, the analysis and benefits of a newly designed cookstove may not be 
well understood by the user. A poor woman who is the mother of four children living in Ghana 
may not even care about some of the benefits such as mitigating climate change. To increase 
adoption of a newly designed cookstove, the engineers and the funding agencies must understand 
the users’ narratives. One or multiple narratives (because there are multiple users) could capture 
the users’ concerns and “requirements” for a cookstove design. After a cookstove is designed, a 
well-crafted narrative could be used to help instruct and convince users to adopt the new 
cookstove. If the users’ narratives were used to inform the cookstove design, constructing a 
narrative that will encourage adoption of the new cookstoves will be easier.  
 
5. Conclusion 
 Applying the narrative theory framework proposed here, this paper has presented a novel 
approach for how narrative can be successfully integrated into systems engineering and 
engineering design. The paper proposes three methods to improve engineering decision making 
using narrative. First, narrative can be used to understand a decision maker’s goals and 
objectives and then use that narrative to make the analysis more appealing to the decision maker. 
Second, narrative can be integrated within computer simulations to help train decision makers. 
Third, eliciting narratives from different stakeholders in an issue can help create consensus by 
creating a shared narrative from the individual narratives. 
 An illustrative example outlined how narratives could help elucidate some of the 
challenges and differences in designing better cookstoves that will be used in the developing 
world. Understanding the narratives of different stakeholders can help foster greater 
understanding of their different goals and objectives. This understanding can lead to better 
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design algorithms for cookstoves and greater acceptance and adoption by the user community. 
 However, the effect of implementing these methods has not been yet empirically tested. 
Future research could examine what challenges exist with implementing each of these methods 
and other ways that narrative can be integrated within engineering decision making (see Table I). 
Working with engineering companies to better understand, document, structure, and use their 
employees’ narratives to solve complex issues can provide useful case studies and insight into 
the relationship between narrative and systems engineering. For example, storytelling among 
engineers in Cirrus Technologies (a British design and manufacturing firm) helps to create 
specific identities for products,16 and IBM benefits from stories to learn how customers view its 
software products.17  
 Because a decision maker’s narrative may conflict with the results of an analysis, future 
research could explore to what extent the analysis should align with the decision maker’s 
narrative. For example, Betsch et al.100 find that narratives seem to influence individual risk 
perception, but the use of numerical likelihoods appears to partially mitigate the bias effect. 
Integrating narrative within a simulation training program requires the ability to craft a narrative 
within an engaging computer program. Studies could measure the engagement of a user within a 
simulation based on the vividness of the narrative and the extent to which the user can shape the 
simulation narrative. When multiple people with different narratives have a stake in the decision, 
it may be difficult to achieve consensus or construct a shared narrative. Experimental studies 
could be performed to analyze how best to achieve convergence within systems engineering 
issues. 
 Systems engineering issues are typically very complex with many different elements and 
processes, and they involve multiple stakeholders and decision makers who make decisions over 
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time. Narratives can be used to understand stakeholders’ concerns and goals to enable framing 
the systems analysis in terms that these decision makers will understand and appreciate. 
Translating the analysis to a narrative can bridge the gap that can occur between the decision 
makers and the analysts. Such a framework could provide a foundation for better engineering 
designs and systems thinking among all participants. 
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